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Still having trouble wrapping your brain around Yahoo! pipes? Web 2.0-focused blog franticindustries offers five ways to deliver a new service for fun and practical use. For example, travel fanatic: Today Yahoo! has launched a new web service called Pipes that mixes, mashs and - you unix geeks ... More Travel Planning? It takes
research and time. Or maybe you can make one pipe that will give you all the answers you need in a second? It combines Flickr Images, Yahoo Answers, and Yahoo News related to location. This leads to a very comprehensive channel with lots of information about the place you are planning to visit. The author provides links to the pipes
(and even points out some errors) so you can check them for yourself. It's a great way to see what pipes can do, and maybe spark some thoughts on how you could use them. In the meantime, check out the latest trumpet posts about creating master feeds and make a YouTube/iTunes mashup. 5 cool ways to use Yahoo! Pipes
franticindustries 6/04/15 2:20PMYahoo pulls the plug on 8-year-old Yahoo Pipes, a service that creates custom web feeds through powerful filters. The pipes will run until September 30 in reading only mode, but you should probably download your definition trumpet as soon as possible. Check out the ad here. Even if you think they've
already started to freeze. Image: Skowronek/Shutterstock New Homeowners may have heard that wintering is essential, but in the noise of your first year of living in the home you have (finally!), it can be easy to ignore the need to prepare for the cold weather ahead. After all, it's just not something that tenants deal with; Prepping pipes for
winter often work the landlord. Ideally, you should winter your pipes in the fall, before winter seriously sets in. But if you forget and suddenly you are in the middle of a deep freeze, there is still time to avert disaster. Here are some simple methods to save your pipes from bursting: #1 Turn on the taps if the temperature has dropped into
freezing and intend to stay there, turning on the taps - both indoors and out - can keep the water moving through your system and slow down the freezing process. There's no need to waste gallons of water: Aim for about five drops per minute. #2 Open Cabinet Doors Buy and Sell There are no stupid questions to ask a real estate agent.
Yard and Patio Be home on a block that bugs run away from. Cleaning and decluttering bleach solution or alcohol is your best bet for keeping your home disinfected. In cold weather, open all the cupboard doors covering the plumbing in the kitchen and bathroom. This allows the warm air at home to circulate better, which can help prevent
pipelines from freezing. While it doesn't help much with pipes hidden in walls, ceilings, or under a house, it can keep water moving and limit the dangerous effects of freezing freeze #3 Wrap your pipes If your pipes are already on their fun way to freezing, packing them with warm towels can do the trick. You can cover them with towels and
then pour boiling water on top, or use already wet towels - if your hands can stand warm (use gloves for this). This should help loosen the ice in and get your system running again. Home Maintenance Tips Keep vintage wallpapers, but update that time and money draining a retro thermostat for programmable. Home maintenance tips
Save your cash for more important things like, you know, your mortgage. Home maintenance tips, even if you think they've already started to freeze. Home Service Tips Telltale signs you are flubbing homeowners service like parking on the grass. Home maintenance tips Avoid regrets knowing what questions to ask REALTOR® or owner
before committing to a new home. #4 pull out your hairdryer (or thermal gun) can be a godsend when your pipe is freezing. If hot rags don't do the trick, try blowing hot air right on the pipes. Important note: You don't want to use a impact torch or anything that produces direct flames, which can damage your pipes and turn the frozen pipe
into an even worse disaster. You're trying to melt the ice, not your pipes. #5 turn off the water if the pipes are frozen your pipes are already frozen? Turn off the water immediately. (Hopefully you know where the master turn-off is, but if not, now is the time to find it!) Make sure to close any external water sources like a garden hose
connection. This will prevent the system from filling with water, adding more ice to the pile and eventually tearing up the pipes - the worst-case scenario. It will also help when the water thaws; The last thing you want after you finally fix your frozen water pipe is to flood the system - and thus your home. Related: Clever ways to prevent
water damage materials (see photos in step 4.) About 6' white, 1/2 irrigated PVC pipes (you have to buy 10' length and you'll have a lot.) About 6' gray, 1/2 Channel PVC Tube (You have to buy 10' length and you'll have a lot.) 20x 1/2 slip (female) to 3/4 slip (men) adapters (It will be bases for pawns and lock tops.) 16x 1/2 slip (female) to
1/2 slip (female) connectors (It will be bases for other parts.) (Buying two 10X contractor packages can be cheaper than buying them separately.) 4x 1/2 slip 90'o (female) connectors (It'll be for chivalrous tops.) 6x 1/2 slip (women) on threaded (male) adapters (It'll be for Bishop and King tops.) 2x 1/2 slip (women) on threaded (female)
adapters (It'll be for the queen's tops.) 2x 1/2 Caps (This will be for king tip-tops.) The cost in total will be about $25.Tools and techniques I cut out pipes with a rotary cutter (pictured). But you could use to use cutter or stabbing. You will also need a hammer (to press the fittings on), some Vaseline, and possibly a file or sandpaper (to wash
off the burrs). Turn off the water supply at home. Since you will be cutting the water pipes behind or below the valve shut down on each pipe, you should turn off the water on the main valve shut down. Drain the residual water and pressure from the pipes by turning on the external faucet or faucet, which is lower than the pipe you're
working on (e.g. on the basement washtub). This minimizes the amount of water that is poured out of the pipes when you chop them. Cut off the water pipes using a pipe cutter if you have enough space to turn the tool around the pipe. You can also use a hacksaw, but be careful to make a clean, square cut to ensure a proper seal with
push-on fittings. Leave as many pipes as possible so you don't have to add an extension later when reconnecting the appliance. Clean the end of each cut pipe with a rag. It should be smooth and free from old solder or other material. If you cut out the pipes with a hacksaw, file away any rough edges before cleaning. If necessary, you can
smooth the rough surfaces with Emery's cloth, but be careful not to sand down the pipe; It needs to have its original ordrop and diameter to ensure a proper seal with the pressure on the installation. Aaron Stickley mera with the end of each pipe and make depth markings, depending on the push to install the manufacturer. The sign will tell
you when the fitting is pushed all the way, which is essential for a proper seal. Tap the pipe lid on the pipe until its edge reaches the depth mark. Push fittings work on the copper, CPVC and PEX water pipe. Most of these include a stiffener-small plastic cylinder that slides at the end of the pipe to ensure stiffness when you are capping the
PEX tube. Stiffener is not required with copper or CPVC pipes Aaron Stickley Turn the water back back and check the lid of the compound for leaks. Push-on fittings can be temporary or permanent. Most of these include a release feature that allows you to remove the installation with a special tool that is usually a simple plastic device that
you press against the installation to oppress the release collar and slip off the setup. Always use the manufacturer's tool to remove fittings. Aaron Stykley Stikley types of pipe fittings pvc. types of pipe fittings pdf. types of pipe fittings in plumbing system. types of pipe fittings and their uses. types of pipe fittings ppt. types of pipe fittings
drawings. types of pipe fittings and valves pdf. types of pipe fittings in oil and gas industry
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